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ABSTRACT



v

A short introduction to the quantum mechanical calculation of spin-spin

coupling constants between protons is followed by a brief discussion of the

mechanÍsm of long-range coupling between protons separatêd by four' five'

and six bonds. According to experiment, supported at least partially by

theory, the coupling over five bonds between methyl and ring protons in

toluene derivatives has contributions from both sigma and pi electrons' The

analogous coupling over six bonds is dominated by a pi electron mechanism'

Both couplings are quite insensitive to ring substitution but are evidently

. sensitÍve to the conformation of the C -H bonds in the methyi group'

In this thesis it is shown that ø - substitution of 2'6 - dichlorotoluene

cbanges the six - bond coupling but leaves the five - bond coupling unchanged'

The six - bond coupling decreases in a roughly linear fashion as the electro-

negativity of the cr - substituent increases. Extrapolation to the electroneg-

ativity of hydrogen yields a coupling of -0.3 Hz, balf the observed value in

2,6 -dichlorotoluene. The value of -0.3 Hz for the six - bond coupling is

consistent with a pi electron mechanism operating for a conformation of

cx - x -2,6 -dichlorotoluene in which the c - x bond lies perpendicular to the

plane of the aromatic ring.
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1) Origin of NucLear Spin - Spin Coupling

Nuclear spin - spin coupling arises through the perturbation by one

nucleus of the valence electrons which then produce a small magnetic field

at the other nucleus. The nuclear spin interacts with the electrons in three

ways * (1).

a) The magnetic field of the nuclear dipole interacts with the

orbital magnetic moments of the electrons. The Hamiltonian for this

interaction is given bY

¡r=ssg¡p¡B + 1.
¡'rJ

where gs and S¡J are the Landd g factors for the electron and for the

nucleus, å{ i" the nuclear magneton, 3 is the Bohr magneton, and r is

the clistance between the,.nucleus and the electron. L is the orbitaL

angUlar momentum operator and I is the nuclear spin anguLar momen-

tum operator. For an s electron this term is zero since L= O. The

contribution made by this term to the overall coupling is considered to

be small, about 3 Hertz (Hz\, in the hydrogen molecule (2)'

b) The nuclear dipole magnetic field interacts with the elec -

tronic spin dipole to polarize the electronic spins. This magnetic

field of the electronic spins acts directly on the second nucleus' This

interaction is analogous to the interaction between two magnetic dipoles.

Selectrons, because of their spherical symmetry, do not experience

x Sections 1 and Z of this chapter follow the treatment of reference 1 closely.
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this interaction. The contribution of the dipole - dipole interaction to

the overall coupling has been estimated to be about 20Ílz in the hydro-

gen molecule (2).

c) The most important term is the contact term. An S electron

has a finite density at the nucleus and the nuclear spin A, in Figure 1,

tends to a1Ígn the spin of electron A antiparallel to itself. By the Pauli

principle electron B is aligned antiparallel to A and the spin of nucleus B

will be antiparallel to the spin of nucleus A'

As an illustration of the calculation of coupling constants a simple cal-

culation of the contact term contribution to the coupling constant in the hydro-

gen molecule is now given.
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The Hamiltonian for the contact term is given bY

H= å t+eØeär'¡¡Ize sze 2'

whereEe,Be,ß¡,$¡havebeenclefinectpreviously'Forconveniencethe

spins are considered to be definitely quantized along the z direction and

only the Z portion of the operator I-. E is retained. I is the nuclear spin

angular momentum operator and s is the electronic spin angular momentum

operator where

SZ¡_= SZtô111 -r¡) + SzZô(12-r4) 3'

is the 'fspin angular momentum densityn of the two electrons at nucleus A'

ô( r -Ig) is the Dirac delta function which requires the electron to be at

nucleus A.

Taking 6 l, and ilg to be the hydrogen 1s orbitals of nuclei A and

B then the simplest bonding and antibonding molecular orJ:itals are

Vo=,å (Ø¿* Øe)

tu= å (Øe- Øe)

4a.

4b.

Let q, denote a sPÍn

The cornplete singlet

zeroth order is

+ $ along with the z æris and tet I denote a spin -i'

state wave function of the hydrogen molecule to the

,L1î=--o J2
t/to( rr) üo( rr) (o:Bz - g.tar\ 5.



The conta-ct interaction acts as a perturbation which mixes excited states

with the ground state wave function. The first-order rvave funciion is

ti¡ -- ilr - * r seBsNÊNrzA r^ ' 1YÈlg rirn 6'- o 3 "e-"N-NZA ' n o

whereillareexcitedstates.Thefirstorderwaveftrnctionnowdepends
n

on the nuclear sPin IrO.

To evaluate the electron spin angular momentum density at nucleus

B the expression

< ú lsrl,tr >

must be evaluated,where

sz'= t^ u (Jr -Ie) * "rru 1r, -ru) 8'

and operates only on the spin functions'

. rr lsr"l u> = <*. - ; nBußBNoNIza î'#: *Jtrt

x|rtr -B<,,r+EßI-, ¡'4:'+]t' rlr > 9'
o i" 

ou"'N-l{-zA n un- Eo n

= .t;br"Þ; , -z . f,rs"os¡ÊNrz¡ 
r '$":4t d,J ur" ld,o '

no

+ .{ { ne"es*e*1z rr2o *' 
" I t':^J t- 

ì,. I sr" | å' 
l#alnn '

But, the first term in equation 10 is

. 1b | ,rul úo , = l, . 
!- 
ri t:rl db(grlz , x

7.

10.
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< qß- eo lszr ô(r, Ie) * srru (:z -å) loo - Øa>

srr(al- Ba)-- L (øß+ 8o)

sz,lclB- ?a\ = 4 (øs+ eo')

Then, since (øa+ßo) is orthogonal to (oa - go)

t_3.< {r ltr" lûo'=O¿¿Þ0

The third term of equation 10 contains the matrix elements

(rt¡ Is ltltt n' "zB' "'n.

is a triplet state, where one electron has been pror.noted to the antibonding

orbital tlr . The triplet spin function is symmetric but the overall function
a.

r,.rrqf he ¡-ntis-.,rnrnetric. Thus the flrst tripLet state is

rrr (rr) rl1 tfrl 
]

rlra (rt ) rhb (rz ) ]

= È l%t:rr
= ,rå [% 'tt '
ferm

15.

where K is a constant. The other two triplets also give vanishing matrix

elements. Similarly, any singlet excited state gives vanishing matrix ele-

ments.

rr= I frrrot:rl 
ttr 

^(r r') 
- ttt 

a( "r) 
o'ï (Jz ) ] 

(oB+ Bo)

ilrt-1

,rb tlv1

Then the

u, lsr" I t1

4laez\

ilr^(lr't

¡ç<oÊ* poltr"laB+ ?d

K<op+Poloe-ß0>

0

(ocz)

(ss)

11.

t2a.

Lzb.

t4a.

14b.

LAc.



The second term in equation ten vrhich gives the electron spin polari-

zation at nucleus B is

( - ïn*u*Nai.flze)

r " .nlSZ¿10,

1., n ffio 'l'nlszBlüo'*' 'l,olsz'l i'Tzif {'n'] 16.

where úr, i" taken to be Ùr, the first excited trÍplet siate. The enerry

of the interaction of the spin polarization with nucleus B is given by

r-....i,r: ...
il:::l ':":.:

8

ã " Bu ÊsNPNI,B

and it can be rerwitten as

L7.

Ir
J rzize = trir"

( i '" lsrolo' ''l'r, lsr"l {,,o '+<ü lo')

- 3 "seÊsNÊN)z

oltrul*rr"iltro 18.I
I

J

Then

*l sz, o(rr -Ln) * srzo (r2-t^, 1"å üb(tr) {ib{rz) (æ -ao) > 20.

Using equation 12

. r lszelo' =dl,{z . Ig,rr, þ 

^(rr) 
- Ù"{rr)Ú 

ot"r)I6 E, -:o)-o (t2 -r¿)

. ulqælu '

t=(-ln sepsNÊN)2

and taking úr, = ú f

. I sze l0 '=. å [u otrrl ú 

"(Jr) 
- ùr( rr) ,], 

ot-rr)l (os + pcy)

E -Eno

I q!A¿Lo'.'lsZelo'*. olsz le.n 

- 

E -E ,no

x I v'(:r) ,t, O(rr) ' ZLa.



= h [' +'t:rll o(:, -Jo) | 't'o{"r)'

Therefore
. -1 .2 -,2. 1 lszA p '= ft, tØ jeo\ - øo tro)) 22.

,.-r
ø! g^) will be the domi.nant term because 6^ is centred on A.
a .-A

Then

, -1 .2. r lszA þ '= ,e ø" el 23a-

and

. r br"lo >= *, øo'tt t

Therefore, in equation 19 the summation may be replaced by

z <rlsr! o '. ! tr"lo , = - øl <tì ø( <4't 24.

4 (E -T-'no

8 '' ,lrtoL øozerlJ=(trrBeFgNÊN) 
4 AE

= L74Hz.

The experimental value is 280 Hertz rvhich is derived from the coupling in HD.

This calculation of the coupling in the h]'drogen molecule illustrates

the fact that couplings betwesn ¡uc;lei are second order properties of a molecule

and consequently their accurate calctilation depends on a knowledge of accurate

rvave functions.

ir'¿ttl

+ ' úr(rr)l 6 (r1 -ril u ¡(:r) '] ?Lb.

= t üu(ro) üo(lo) ZLc.

23b.

El -trD no

Then

25.
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3) Valence Bond Approach To Couplings Over Many Bonds

A) Couplings Via o - Bonds

The coupling constants over a number of bonds in saturated hydrocarbons

'::., can be described as follows:

1) @

Consider the example of coupling in a propanic fragment, Figure 2, as
:

: given by Barfield and Chakrabarti (3). The two coupled nuciei are H and Hr

: where h and ht are their respective 15 orbitals. The e>rpression for the

coupling is given by

4 4185 o--
JHH'= ffi {po{r,h') * } [no,n or) Po{o ,h'¡

o,- .- r.. .-o,.-r..-. I 3 r o- o o- o

, *:p"(ir úr') p"( osh')j -1 io- thcr) p (czh') + p-(hc¿) p (cin')Jt 26-

i where

^^*,, _ I f Kþht) + K(cc') - K(ch') - K(c'hll
po(nn')=t L ) zaa.

and

t . K(h o.) + K(c o. r) - K(h or') - K(c o ì
_o(ho.)=; I i' j , j'I
P I z L l z6b. d',.

K denotes the two - electron vaience bond exchange integral associated

with the orbitals given in the argument. The first term in equation 26 repre-

sents the direct interaction between the two C-H bonds. The direct term is

erpected to depend on the conformation. In Figure 2b the direct term would

be much more important than in Figure 2a. The next two terms give the

geminal-vicinal coupling. The geminal term is independent of the dihedral

angle but the vicinal tern may be written as (3)
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Fig:;re 2

The propanic fragment. Ø and d, are the dihedral angles formed

by the C - H and C - Ht bonds respectively with the C1- C2 - C3

plane. In a) I = il' = L80o whereas in b) 6 = Øt = 0o. The

direct interaction between the c - h and ct - h! bonds is expected

to be more important in b) than in a) .
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a)

b)
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T2

polhor') =A"o"2 l* Bcos d+ c

po( orh,) = A 
"or2 

l' * B cos dt + C

where / is the dihedral angle formedby the c-hbond with the C1-C,-OB

I
plane and Ø is the dihedral angle formed by the c-ht bond with the CZ-C'-C4

plane. In Figure 3 Ø =Ø = 1800. Then 
Urn, 

n, has an angular dependence

of the form (3)

5r,
-HH, = 1A cosz Ø + B cos Ø+ c) (Arco 12Ø'*Btcos Ø'+ c')

27.

Where dand dt denote the dihedral angles formedby the C-H and C-Ht bonds, 
'',,,,,,,,,,.-

respectively, ,r,ith the Cr- 
", 

- 
"rplane. 

In Figure 2a fi and,6' ^r" Lggo.

The last two terms in equation 26 give the indireet vicinal-vicinal coupling.

These will again depend on the dihedral angle. Higher order terms could be :,;:, ;: ,:.

included in equation 26 but these are expected to be negligible. :;.,,:,',-;i:
,,..._..,: r,.., 

,

2\ The Butanic Fragment

The butanic fragment (FÍgure 3) which is discussed by Barfield and

Karplus (4) is a coupling over five-bonds. The indirect contributions are

e>rpectecl to be of major important here and can be written as

5-4L853ooTn,r, = Ë- ; P-(co¡ P-(o'st¡ 28'

orì
Both p"(co) and p (o'ct) are vicinal terms and are written as

op'(co) = Acos-Ø + Bcosd + c -,',''.',.
¡:-: ::::; ¡ ¡:'

po1o,s,¡= A 
"o"2 

Ø' * B"o* Øt * C 29. ,1,,'.:....
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Figure 3

The butanic fragment. The main interaction is the vicinal-

vicinal interaction. Ø is the dihedral angle formed by the

c - h bond with the Ct - Cz - C3 plane and, í 'i" th" cliheclral

angle formed by the ct - ht bond with the CZ - Ce - C4 plane.
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.ñ
The mærimum coupling occurs for Ø"= 6'= 1800. T"", is independent of

tbe dihedral angle about tbLe C, - C, bond in Figure 3.

Experimentally it Ìras been observed that the trans-trans conformation

gives a larger coupling than the trans-cis conformation. In I tire methine

*-.

I

\
It-H

trans-trans

{H

cÍs -trans

It-a
It:H

proton couples more strongly to proton 2 than to proton 4 (5\.J rr= 
0' 5 Hz and

J14= 0 but both are 5 bond couplings. The coupling is strongest along the

straightest zig-zagpath (6, Q.

Couplings via o bonds are attenuated rapidly, perhaps by as much as a

factor of 1-0 for each additional intervening carbon-carbon bond separating the

coupled nuclei (8). Few five bond couplings in saturated hydrocarbons have

been reported (4) and those which have been reported involve multiple coupling

paths (3).

t,,,rrrrÇ[
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B)@
In unsaturated systems the coupling may be transmitted by the n bonds.

This coupling, which is smalL and is much less rapidly attenuateC than couplings

through o bonds, depends on the o- 1T configuration interaction (8) and may be

written as (8,9)

J
ll

azo"f o*f,

J = fo"no""H PNN,

h 
^E

pis the Bohr magneton, oNN, i" the mobile bond order between carbon atoms

bonded to the hydrogen atoms, A E is the average excitation enerry to the

triplet states. Q"" corresponds to an effective isotropic coupling constant

arising from the interaction between a n - electron in a carbon atomic orbital

and an adjacent o - proton. Q"n depends on charge (1-0) and hybridization of

the carbon atom (11) and is approximately equal to -24 gauss (12,13).

According to the treatment of Karplus (1a) the coupling through a n

system is positive over an odd number of bonds and is negative over an even

number of bonds. It requires that replacement of an ethylenic proton by a

methyl group will change the sign of the coupling but not the magnitude, and this

is indeed observed. The proton-para proton coupling in benzene is +0.65H2 (15),

the methyl proton-para proton coupling in toluene is -0.62H2 (16), and the methyl

proton-methyl proton coupling in a para xylene derivative is +0. 62Hz (L7).

Wren one ethylenic proton is replaced by a freely rotating methyl group

the expression 30 can be rewritten as (9, 18)

30.

h AB 31.
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where Q"a" is the effective isotropic splitting constant for the fragment

C - CH^ and is àbout +25 gauss.
:t

Barfieid has carried out caiculations on the n contributions to long-range

couplings using self -consistent-field molecular-orbital (S. C. F. iU. O. ) wave:

funetions where serni-empirÍcal exchange integral parameters were used

(19,20). The calculations, which indicate that the coupling through the n -

system is very sensitive to configuration interaction, show an excellent agree-

ment with experiment for the proton-para proton coupling in benzene, the

methyl proton- para proton coupling in toluene and,the methylene proton-para

proton coupling iu acenaphthene.
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The ,f - coupling mechanism in ân unsaturated molecule such aS a

benzylic system may Tle cliscussed either in terms of spin polarization or

hyperconjugation ( 21 ).

In the spin polarízation model the electron spins are rearranged in

the aliphatic bonds and spin density Ís transferred from the lr -system to

the o -system throu-gh an exchange coupling (22). In Figure 4the 15

eleetron on the benzylic proton has a spin state antiparallel to that of the

benzylic proton because of the Fermi contact interaction. This electron

spin polarizes the spin of the other electron in the C - H bond, so that

these +,r,¡o electrcn spins are entipara!.LeL in aecordance v'dth the Pauli

principle. Next the electron in the benzylic carbon - aromatic carbon bond

interacts with the electron belonging to the carbon atom in the C - H bond'

By Hundts rule a paralle1 arrangement of the spins of these two electrons

is slightly plefeïred energetically to an antiparallel arrangement. The

other electron in the C - C bond has its spin aligned antÍparallel to that

of the first electron according to the Pauli principle. At this poi nt the

carbon - carbon o -boncl interacts with the rc -orbÍtal on the aromatic

carbon atom. By Hundts rule the parallel arrangement of spins, I, is

slightty preferred over the antiparallel arrangemertt, f. ' (22\. In the

aromatic ring the electron spins are successively paired as shown in

on And Spin Polarization In
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spin Polarization and hyperconjugation in a benzylic system.
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Figure 4. The rr - system then interacts with the aromatic C - H bond,

€. g. , the para proton, polarizing the electron spins in the c - H bond and,

as before, the spin information is transferred to the aromatic proton'

In the hyperconjugation description the ¡ -orbitals overlap with the

pseudo - t -orbitals of the o -system (21). Ûr Figure 4 the aromatic

f -orbitals conjugate with the benzylic C - H bond so that the spin of the

electron in the carbon rr -orbital is antiparallel to the spÍn of the benzylic

proton. This conjugation is angle -dependent and the QCCtt term in equa-

tion 31 may be written as (23,2L)

QCCS 0 B coszs 32.

where €¡ = 0 when the C - H bond lies in a plane with the adjacent carbon

p - r orbital. In the aromatic ring the electron spins are successively

paired and the rest of the interactions are exactly as described for the spin

polarízation me chani s m.

The difference betrveen the spin polarization description and the hyper-

conjugation description is that the former is independent of the dihedral angle

S, whereas the latter has u 
"o"20 

dependence. Colpa and de Boer (21),

however, calculate that spin polarization makes only a minor contribution to

the total coupling. Bearing in mÍnd ttrat a coupling constant is defined to be

positive when the spins of the coupled nuclei are antiparallel and negative

when the nuclear spins are parallel, both the spin poLatization and hyper-

conjugation mechanisms correctly predict the signs of the coupling between

the benzylic protons and the ortho-, meta -, and para - aromatic protons to

be negative, positive and negative respectively (6, 16).
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1) Angular bependence of Benzylic Couplings Over I¡ive and Six Bonds'

In a benzylic system the benzylic proton - parâ proton coupling is

transmitted by a r-mechanÍsm (8, g,24) and it has an angular dependence

whiclr may be written as (21,23\

6-rH'H?
-p

where e is the angle between the benzylic c - H bond and the axis of the

first aromatic n - orbital. e - 0 when the benzylic C - H bond is per-

pendicular to the plane of the ring.

I'he benzylic proton - meta proton coupting is transmitted by both the

o - and rr - mechanisms (4, 8, 24\ so that the observed coupling may be

expressed as

JHrHt=Jn +¡o g4.
mmm

The ,, - contribution, Jfr, which has the same angular dependence as the

H,H 
vanishes whenever the benzylic C - H bond lies in thepara coupling JO

plane of the ring. Jr.f, which is a five - bond coupling similar to the butanic

coupling may be expressed as

Jrrlo 1A cosz 6+Bcos Ø+ C) (A' 
"o"2 Ø'+Bcos d'+ C) 35'

where d andú' (see Figure 3) are the dihedral angles about tlne Cr-C,

and C^ - C, bonds respectively. d = ü' = 1800 in the trans - trans confor-
3+

mation but il = 0 and /t = 1800 in the cis - trans conformation. As far as

.lrrf is concerned, the benzylic proton - meta proton system may be viewed

as t,vo butanic fragments where in compound I the Ct- Cz- CB - Cn sYstem
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36.

where K is a constant. This expression predicts unequal couplings to the two

meta - protons. 
. 
The compound d ,d , 2, 6 - tetrachlorotoluene, which at -40t

has the benzylic C - H bond in the plane of the ring, shows proton - proton

coupling constants JLZ= .\Hz and Jrn= 0 Hzþ)This coupling is considered

9
J-o =K (Acos-il + Bcos d+ C)

H3

I

l-*'

trans -trans cis -trans

is in the trans - trans configuration with d -- ør= 1800 and the Cr- Cr- Cr- 
"U

system is in the cis - trans configuration with d = 0 and dt= l-80o. In both the

trans -trans and the cis - trans arrangements dr= 1800 so that the expression

35 may be rewritten as
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to be transmitted eniirely via o - bonds. Using these values for the coupling

constants J o could be written as
m

-2J u 
=.25 cos-l-.25cos

m
37.
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2'
6t H' clr2 In cases with Hindered intern

The angular dependence of utJ'" given by equation 33 can be applied

to systems where there are more than one benzylic proton and where the

benzylic group rotates. In toluene the methyl group rotates about the carbon-

carbon bond æ<is where the barrier to this rotation is onþ ' 014 kcal' /moLe

(25). The rotationat kinetic enerry is åkt by the equipartition theorem,

which at room temperature is about 0.3 kcal. /moLe' If therefore the rota-

tion is considered to be free and if the frequency of this rotation is greater

than the coupling between the benzylic proton and the para proton the coupLÍng

constant will be averaged over one revolution for each of the 3 methyl pro-

tons. Then

urf'"tt : I e'3 
"os2e 

' : I"
The compound ll,where X is a

T
substituent, is a case of hindered internal rotation. The methylene group

and the frame both have a two - fold symmetry æ<is and so the rotational

barrier will be symmetrical. The most preferred conformation will have

:.,,the substituent X perpcndicular to the ring (26), with each C - H bond lying

38.

Free Rotation.
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at 30o to the plane of the ring. If the rotational barrier, V, ' is high enough '

(r, /u, about s)it canbe assumed to be a sinusoidal potential and the motion

of the methylene rotor may be treated as simple harmonic (26). This approxi' 
.....'.:

mation is valicl provided the angular amplitude is small. obviously, near the

top of the barrier a simple harmonic oscillator is a very poor

approximation. The angular clispLacement from equilibrium is given classically 
,,,'

bY (26) 'i,,.

e (t) = eo + Øsin ¿nt/, ) 39

where eois the equilibrium angle made by the c - c- H plane with the p2

orbital on the first aromatic carbon atom. d is the mæ<imum amplitude of 
l

themotion,andtistheperiocloftheoscillation.

If the frequency of oscillation is larger than the coupling of the benzylic

proton with the para proton the coupling is given by

I¡ ñITô 2
t:'ttÐ = B.cosz+ (t) t 

1.,: P 
= B.cos2 (eo + d sin ('nt/')t 40' )i:'

tf'""t= BF (Ø, eo)
p

+n/z

'îqF(/,eo¡ =i g cos' 1es+ dsin x)ó<
ë

-lr /2

4L.

42.
where

and x =Znt/t 48.

Equation 42 is graphed (in Figure 5) as a functiou of l, the amplitude of

oscillation, for eo = 600. Since the approximation of a simple harmonic
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The classical motional factor F (ø,%) as a function of d,

the amplitude of the motion. go is 60 degrees.
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ossillator was used equation 42 and FigUre 5 are valid for low values of d'

tigure 5 also shows that for small amplitudes of motion, about L5o or less,

the coupLing constant is not sensitive io changes in the amplitucte of motion,

but fo1 larger amplituCes it is sensitive to changes in amplitude' For small

H'cËz 1 - H'cH3 irrtoloene (equation 38)'amplitudes of oscillation, then, J;-' ---' = à J;-'

' rf the frequency of oscil!.atory motion'is Less than utJ'H ,h" coupling

constant will be constantly changing and broadened N. M. R. peaks will be

observed.
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In toluene the methyl proton - qing proton couplings are transmitted

by both o -and r -mechanisms and are insensitive to ring substitution.

, H,CH3 intoluene is -0. 62ïz(10), in 2,6 -dichlorotoluene is -0.63H2,
p ....:.

Ín 3r 5 - dichlorotoluene is -0. 59Hz (40), and in 2,3,5,6 - tetrachloro- :'::':'::".':

toluene is -0. 63Hz(41). The spectrum of 2,6-dichlorotoluene is much

simpler and easier to work with than that of toluene. The effects on the .: :

:t l::, ::, ¡:

coup1ingconstantsofinsertingano-substituentin2,6-dich1orotoluene
.. t. . :.:..:

should be similar to the corresponding effects in toluene itself. The aim ' '.r'

of this thesis is the study of the influence of o - substituents on the 6 - and

.¡ - coupling mechanisms.
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1) Sources rrf ComPounds

: Tbe compounds used in this study were obtained from the sources glven

in Table I. 2,6 - Di.chloroethylbenzene was prepared by hydrogenation of 2,6 -

dichlorost¡rrene. 3 Millilitres (m|. ) of 2,6 - dichlorostyrene were dissolved

in about 20 ml. of distilled methanol containing one drop of concentrated

hydrochloric acid. 50 Milligrams oJ a palladium - on - charcoal catalyst

(IVfatheson, coleman, and Bell) were used. Air was swept out of the reactÍon

vessel by repeatedly lowering the pressure in the vessel and then admÍtting

hydrogen gas. The reaction vessel was left on a shaker overnight' The

solvent was distÍlled off. 10 Ml. of chloroform were added and distilled off'

and this procedure was repeated. Infrared and N. M. R. spectra of the re-

sulting compound were taken and were consistent with the structure of' 2'6 -

dichloroethsrlbenzene. There were no impurÍty peaks'

2l Sample Preparation

Thesamp1eswerepreparedas1-0mo1e7oso1utionsinbenzene-du

(c6D6).Afewdropsoftetramethy1si1ane(TMS),about7lobyvoIume,

were added. The samples were degassed by the freeze - pump - thaw

technique and were then sealed in the sample tube'

3) Recording of Spectra

The spectra were recorded with a varian DA - 60I spectrometer

using internal TMS as the lock signal. The spectra were taken using the

31



frequency mode at a sweep \Juidth of 50 l|ertz (Hz) and a sweep time of

2500 seconds. The peaks ïere cati¡rateO by countÍng the sweep frequency

and manual oscillator frequency on either side of the peak, followed by

interpolation. Each peak was recorded five times- The Quoted errors in

the parameters are standard deviations.
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Table I

Sources of Compounds

@

2,6 - dichlorobenzYl thiocYanate

2,6 - rlichiorol¡enzyl amine

21316 - trichloro-5 - nitro toluene

2,6 - dichlorobenzyl cYanide

2,6 - dichlorobenzyl bromide

2,4,6 - trimethoxY toluene

2,6 - dichlorobenzyl alcohol

2,6 - dichlorostyrene

deuterated benzene

deuterated toluene

à,ø -dinitro - S-methoxy - 'tert.butyl toluene

2,4,6 -triiodo -3 -hydro4Ytoluene

2,6 - dichlorobenzyl chloride

216 - dichlorotoluene

Source

K and K Laboratories

K and K Laboratories

Alfred Bader Co.

Aldrich Chemical Co.

Aldrich Chemical Co.

Aldrich Chemical Co.

,A1drich Chemical Co.

K and K Laboratories

Merck, Sharp and Dohme

Aldrich Chemical Co.

Alfred Bader Co.

PfaTtz and Bauer Inc.

Aldrich Chemical Co.

K and K Laboratories

33
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4) Analysis of SPectra t ABzXZ SP""tt'

Alt compounds of the type I have ÆZXZ spectra' Figure 6 shows

HB

the AB2 part of an AB2X.2 spectrum. There are 8 sets of triplets which are

numbered from right to left. The centre peak of triplet 3, .labelled H¿' gives

the shÍft of the para proton. The splitting of this triplet is the benzylic proton-

para proton coupliug constant 
Urnt'CH2(27',. The shift of the meta proton is

midway between triplets 5 and ?. The benzylic proton - meta proton coupling

---^L^-¿ 6., H,6H2 ishalf the sum of the splittings of triplets 5 and 7 (see
OOnstanf, .Jm

Appendix I).

These long - range coupling constants can be obtained by direct measure-

ment. These couplings were measured five times and the quoted errors are

the calculated standard deviations'

Æ(3 SPectra

The compound 2,3, 6 - trichloro - 5 - nitro - toluene is an example of a

system having an AX3 type spectrum. The spectrum consists of doublet and

a quartet with the relative shift about 300 times as large as the coupling con-

stant. The coupling constant, JAx, is given by the splitting of either the

doublet or the quartet (28).



Fig;re 6

The ABZ part of an AB.2X2 spectrum for the compound

2,6 -dichtoroethylbenzene. The scale is in Hertz with the

field increasing to the right. The spectrum lvas recorded

on a sweep width of 50 Hz. at a sweep time of 2500 seconds.
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AZXZSPectra

An ArX, type spectrum is observed for 2,4,6 - tribromobenzylbro-

mide. For this compound the ratio of the relative shift to the coupling

constant is about 500 so that first order rules appþ. The spectrum con-

sists of two triplets and the splitting of each trÍplet is J* (29).
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1ì Soectral Parameters

The chemical shifts relative to internal TMS, v o I v R, v cI{^, and the
'A'u Bt vcHr'

coupling constants, J, for o - x - 216 - dicþlorotoluene derivatives

are given Ín Tables II and III. The subscripts A,B denote the

ring protons in I, and the subscript CH2 denotes the

R-._.#*il

I

benzylic protons. urj'tn', 5J*H'cH2 
"rra 

3r^H'H 
""pt""ent 

the benzylic-P ' -m o

proton - pÐtaproton coupling, the benzylic proton - meta proton coupling and

the para proton- meta proton coupling constants,respectively. E* is the

gl,oup electronegativiw of the cy - substituent which was determined by Dailey

and shoolery from the shÍft difference between the methylene protons and the

methyl protons in substituted ethanes (30). The chemical shifts of the para -

protons and the benzylic protons move downfield somewhat as the ø - substituent

becomes more electronegative.



Compound

TABLE TT

chemical shifts of o - x :2r9_:Dichlorotoluene DerÍvatÍves

2,6 - dichlorotoluene

2, 6 -dichloroethyl benzene

2,6 - clichlorobenzyl cYanide

2,6 - dichlorobenzyl thiocYanate

2,6 - dichlorobenzYl bromide

2,6 - dichlorobenzyl amine

2,6 - dichlorobenzyl chioride

216 - dichloro - d, - methoxY toluene

2,6 - dichlorobenzyl alcohol

2, 6 -dichlorobenzyl fluoridea

v O(Hz.)

388.62 + . 03

390.58 + .03

384.85 + .02

390.79 + .03

394.35 I .03

388.50 + .03

415.6 + "L

a) T. Schaefer, C. M. Wong, and K. C. Tam. Canad.J. Chem'

v 

"(Hz.)

416.2L + .03

409.L4 t .03

40?.31 + .03

4L4.85 + .02

4L6.24 + .03

4LL.70 + .03

40L.4 + . 1

u cur(Hz')

L96.47 + ,2

231.31 + .03

262,48 + .03

234.33 + .03

2'12.80 + .04

280.96 + .03

323.5 + .2

47

u*nr= 65.241 .03

3688 (1e6e)

v =191.1-3 + .04
ocfh
u oH= 

111' 10 J 'o?

cpþ
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TABLE trI

coupling constants of d - x - 2; 6 - Dichlorotoluene Derivatives

ud'"*'*'',

-.63 t .01

-:" J '02

-.33 ! .02

-.27 ! .02

-.2L + .OZ

- .20 + .02

- .2L ! .Oz

-.20 + .02

-.19 J .094

-.16 + .OZ

ur#'""(t r-\

.41 + .03

.36'+ .03

.35 + .04

.34 + .O2

.36 + .02

.35 1 .02

.36 + .04 
,

.31 + .02

.33 + .02

.34 + .04

tro"'t(nr. 
)

2.10

8.14 + .05 2-52

8.13 + .035 2-70

8.04 + .03 2-94

8.2? + .03 2.99

3.19

8.0? + .03 3.31-

8.0? + .03 3.51

8.14 + .05 3.93

b
Ex

g:"úqffi

-H

- cHs

-cN

- scN

-Br

- NH2

-cl
- OCH3

-oH

-Fa

a)

b)

T. Schaefer, C. ]VI. Wong, and K. C. Tam. Canad. J. Chem. 47 3688 (1969)

ElectronegativitÍes were taken from reference 30''
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6rH,CH2
Benzylic Proton - Para Proton Coupling Constant' ',p

6.- H, CH2 '""r"ases sharpty with the introduction of an ø - substituent
Jp (¡l

to 2,6 - dichlorotoluene and continues to decrease as the ø - substituent

becomes more electronegative' since 
u'n*'cHZ ht' an angular dependence

of A Trr{ z"Jp"^^= Bcos e

it will also depend on the amplitude of the oscÍllatory motion of the methylene

group.

A) uron'"'rr, 2,6 -oi"m.""tår"""" e" Ct

éEhYlbenzene

The 6 - fotd rotationalbarr'ier of the methyl group in 2' 6 - dich-

lorotoluene should be small duqto the reLative phàsing of the interactions

betr¡veen the 3 - fotd symmetric methyl group and the 2 - fold symmetric

ar.omatic ring (31). For example, ethane has a 3-fold barrier of 2' 83

kcal. /moìe (32) whereas toluene has a 6-fold barrier of only '014kcal' /mol-e

(25) and nitromethane has a 6-fold barrier of .006 kcal' /mole (32) as com-

pared to thekinetic energr of the rotor of å'kT, about '3 kcal' /mole at room

temperature.Treatingthe.rotationofthemethylgroupin2,6-dichloro-

toluene as free the observed methyl proton - pàTà proton coupling constant

will be an average of the coupling of each of the methyl protons over one

revolution. Then from equation 38

.:
-,:.:

!nurf't"t 
= å [tt'"orze']=

44.
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The repla.cement of an 6¿-hydrogen atom in 2,6 -dichlorotoluene by a

methyl group changes the 6 - fold barrier in toluene to a 2- fold barrier in

2,6 -dichloroethylbenzene. This barrier is expected to be substantially

Iarger. Treating the rotational motion of the methylene group as simple

harmonic the benzyli.c proton-para proton coupling constant may be written

as (26)

6rH'cuz = Èlze."o"'(60+ üsinz"t/r)) 45'
p 'L------ \- J

fiom equation 40. 600 is the equilibrium angle made by the C - H bond with

the axis of the rr - orbit¿l on the first aromatic carbon atom, and I is the

maxin-rum ampLitude of the motion. Figure 5 shows that as d goes t'o zero

the cotrpting consiant 
orf'""' approacires !e whereas with Llte f'ee ro-

tation in 2,6 - dichlorotoluene 
u,nn'CH3: åg' This means that Lf 2'6 -

dichlorotoluene were locked in thè conformatÍon I, and if the proton H, were

l-lx /Fl,- \f/ I ring
I
I

l-1,

I
masked the observed benzylic proton - pala proton coupling would deerease

by a factor of 2. In fact, urn"'"nt tn 2,6 -dichlorotoluene is -0' 63Hz and

in urnn'"n' 
,.o 2,6 -dichloroethylbenzene is -0. 29 Hz'

Therefore, to comp""" 
urrl'çH3 in 2,6 -dichlorotoluene with

urn", 
"n, in the corresponcling a - substituted compounds one of the methyl

protons must be masked. For that reason in Figure ? below, å JpH'cH3 is

used for 2,6 - dichlorotoluene.
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Figure?shorvsthatasthe6¿-substituentbecomesmoreelectro-

negative the magrritude of the benzylic proton -pàTa proton coupling de-

creases. This coupling which is transmitted via :t - bonds is proportional

toQccH(seeequation3l).Theelectronegativegroup'tendingtowith-

drarv electrons, causes a decrease in the overlap between the methylene

group and the aromatic ring resulting in less efficient transfer of spin

information. Qccg decreases and hence 
utf'cH2 du"teases'

B) The Effect Cf Efectronegativity Of The ø - Substituent



Figure 7

TIre depenclence of the magnitude of the benzylic proton - p-àTa proton

6 H' CIT"
coupling, "tO^' --'o, onthe electronegativity of the cx - substituent,

Ex. The correlation coefficient is 0. 915. If CN is omitted the

correlation coefficient is 0.954.

The bars indicate the error limits ir, 6,rf 'cHz, but the circles are

not intended as error limits in the electronegativity values.
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Anomalous Effects of CN

In Figure .¿ urnn'Cn'fo" 2,6 -dichlorobenzy¡ cyanide is larger than

exaected on the basis of the electronegativity of cN. In methyl cyanide

because of its two fr -bonds the cN group displays considerable hypercon-

jugation with the methyl orbit¿ls (33). with the additional aromatic system

in 2,6 - dichlorob enzyl cyanide this compound can then behave as an extended

hyperconjugated system with a larger overlap between the methylene group

and the aromatic ring than if say, a halogen were present, resulting in a

Iarger coupling constant, 
urn*' cEz.

C) The Effect Of The Size Of The o -Substituent

From equation 4L and Figure 5 Ít can be seen that the benzylic proton-

para proton coupling constant depends on the amplitude of the motion of the

methylene group and therefore also depends on the size of the CI -substituent'

The van der Waa1s potential eners/ function which takes into account the

steric interaction between the ring substituents and the alkyl group was used

to calculate the barrier to rotation (34). These functions are shown for 2,6 -

dichlorobenzyl bromide and 2,6 - dichlorobenzyl fluoridex in Figures 8 and 9'

The fluorine group, being smaller than bromine, allorvs for a larger ampli-

ürde of motion which would tend to increase 
Urnn'CH2 

lFigure 5)' In spite

of this, fluorine is electronegative enough to show the smallest coupling of

all the compounds listed Ín Table fII.

* I am gratelul to Mr. Brian Barber for calculating these barriers'



Fi$-tre 8

The van der waals potential energy function Lot 2,6 - dichloro-

benzyl bromide. The angle of rotation is 0o when the C - Br

bond eclipses a C - Cl bond. A is about 15 kcal. /mole.
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-59""

The van der waals potential enerry function for 2,6 - dichloro-

benzyl fluoride. The angle of rotation is 0o when the C-F bond

eclipses the C - CI bond. F is smaller than Br so the methylene

rotor has a larger âmplitude of motion.
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InFig¡rrresSandgthemoststableconfornrationoccurslvhenthe

C - X bond is out of the plane of the ring as in I

tr
X

T

åËrrring þ*"1ring

with the high energy situation cccrrring when the c - x bond eclipses a

c-cI bondasinll. Allowingthe c-cl, c-x, c-H bondstobend

(tilt) from 0o to 50, the barrier to rotation was calculated for each de-

gree of tilt and the results for 2,6 - dichlorobenzyl bromide are listed

in Table IV.
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TABLE IV

Dependence Of The Rotational BarrÍer On Tilt

Of Bond Augles In 2,6 - Dichlorobenzyl Bromide

tÍlt (degrees) Barrier Height (kcal. /rnolel

0

t_

2

3

4

5

22.L

1_8.0

14.7

\2.0
9.8

8.0

The rotational barrier in compound fII

Br'

H

which also has Br and CI groups interacting at distances similar to those in

2,6 - dichlorobenzyl bromide, is l-5.65 kcal. /mole (35). On this basis the

rotational barrier, A, Ín 216 - dichlorobenzyl bromide should be about

15 kcal. /rnole which occurs lor 20 of tilt. In 2,6 - dichlorobenzyl fluoride

the barrÍer calculated by the van der Waals functions is 3 kcal. /mole for 0o

of tilt.

t-, #3',
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6 H,CH2
D) ,Temperaürre Dependence of -Jn

Considering that the kinetic energy of an internal rotor is åt<t ana

that possibly the ampliürde of motion of the rotor changes with temperahrre

the magniürde of 
6JnH'CH2 

"orrld 
be temperaûrre dependent. The effect of

temperahire on the benzylic proton-para proton coupling constant in 2,6 -

dichlorobenzylbromide dissolved in toluenedg was stuciied. The results

are listed in Table V. The coupling constant remains constant over a temp-

erature rânge of 100oC. Therefore the ampliürde of the oscillation of the

methylene rotor does not change significantly over a temperature range of

100oC (see equation 40 and Figure 5).

TABLE V

Effects of Temperature or, 
6JnH'cHz

Te-p. ( oc 
)

+80

+40

+20

0

-20

h H I:Hô-J-"' ---o(Hz.l
IJ

-.2L + .02

-.2! ! .Oz

'-.2L ! .02
' -.2L + .02

- .20 + .02
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g\ Benzvlic proton - Meta proton Coupling Constant 
5r-H' CHz

-T

The methylene - meta coupling constant 
ur*n'CH2 ht, both a o and

a ¡ contribution (4, 8,24).

5r*H' cHz - J# + Jf

J*o is known to be positive (5, ?) and Jr.{ is positive because it occurs over

an odd number of bonds. The experÍmental values for utrrf 'cHZ, Tabl-e III'

are roughly indepenclent of the CI - substituent. Jn{ must decrease as the

electronegativity of the d , substituent increases because 
utJ'cH2 d"""eases..

Therefore because 
Ur**'"t' ," independent of the cl - substituent , J¡¡o

apparently increases on cx - substitution.

There is some evidence that o - substitution increases JÛ over five

bonds in other systems. rnbenzene the five bond coupling 
urnt'n is trans-

mitted by the ¡ - mechanism (see Chapter 1 Section B) and is ' 65H2' (15)'

Substituents apparently affect mainly the o' - electron framework and 
UtJ'*

should then have a o - component. An alternating effect of the electronega-

tivity of the substituenis is then observed (36). An electronegative Ê - sub-

stifuent, as influorobenzene, decreases 
utJ'H *h"t"ts an c¿ - substituent,

as in pyridine or the benzylic s)zstem (above) increases the coupling. 
utJ'n

in fluorobenzene is .43 Hz. (3?) and in pyridine is .98H2. (38).

46.
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4\ Effects Of RinE Substiürents

I¡TableWthemethylproton-ringprotoncotrplingconstantsare

lÍsted for toluene and some ring subsiihrted toluene derivatives' 
u'n"'t

*a 51J'H o" the methyl proton - para proton and methyl proton - meta

¡roton coupling constants respectively. The chemical shifts are denoted

bJr v and all measurements are given in Hertz' The ring substituents

show little effect on the long - range coupling constants as compared to the

d, - substihrents, which is in agreement with a prevÍous study (39)' com-

paring toluene with 2' 6 - dichlorotoluene, 2,6 . dinitrotoluene and 2,6 -

dimethoxf toluene the cl substituents leave the long - Tange coupling consta'rts

unchanged whereas both nitro and metho><y substituents slightly increase the

methyl proton - para proton coupling'

The nitro substitqents increase, 
5J*H'H while Cl and methoxy sub-

stÍtuents hardly change it. since carbon - nitrogen and carbon - oxygen

double bonds are well l<rown possibly structures such as

æ

cau.se changes in the bond orders of the molecule and thereby could con-

ceivably affect the coupling constants. Bromine shcns no effect on the long-

ra:nge couplings . The methyl proton - meta proton coupling in 2,6 - dichloro-

benzyl bromide is identical with that in 2,4,6'- tribromobenzyl bromide' '

qN
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TABLE VI

Spectral Parameters Of Ring - Substituted

Toluene Derivatives
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Compound

tolo"r,e 
(')

2, G-dichloro toluene @)

3, 5-dichloro toluene(c)

2, g, 5,6 -tetracht o"otolo"n" 
(d)

2 r g, 4,6 -tetracho"otoloeou 
(d)

6,, H'H(ttr. 
)-p

-0.62 + .02

-0.63 + .01-

-0.59 + .02

-0.63 + .02

-0.68 + .02

ur*"'"(nr.)

+0.36 + .01

+0.41 + .03

+0.36 + .02

v = 4L8.27
H

v^,' = 1l-6' 50t-g

.1.

T

.02

.02

(b)

v = 42L.06 +
H

u = 117.85 +
cHg

.05

.04

+ 0.41 + .02

(e)
ÇH,c\Arcl

Hory\cHz-cH3

-0.61 + .02



= L23.55 + .03

+:]... a /r'.':'-^'.'r, .-:-:'...:

lron'n(n".)

-0.66 + .02

li:i:r
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utrf '"{nr.)

(b)

t\c, !
cHs

-0. ?0 + .02

+0.46 + .OZ

+0.40 ! .02

+0.38 + .02

+ 0.40 + .02

+0,38 + .02

+0.36 + .02

v = L24.28 +
cH

ó̂

' v - .= 67.38 +' t.þut.

I I v ,,= 468. 4l- +
l-l? 11

V = 205.70 +
ocH-

rt

v = 367.06 +'
H

v = 1-39. 55 +a) cH^vó

v -- ^= 205.41 +
NIEU

m
u M.O= 

208.19 +

p

.03

.02

.05

.03

þ)

Me

(e) 
ÇH,MecËfr"

,"'4,
I
I
+

cHg

H

v
OH

.04

.03

.03

.03

.03

.03

.04

(b)

= 145.18

= 473.46

= 329. 61"

BR.,'ff
Br

ft)
cH-r¿

V

H

= 279.9

= 458.9

T.But.

continued...
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In this studY it has been found that: 
:

1) in toluene derivatÍves the methyl proton - ring proton coupling constants

are not sensitive to ring substihrtion

2l o¿ -x - 216 - dichlorotoluene comtrnunds have a relatively large barrier to

the rotation of the methylene group to¿ ,rr" preferred conformation is one

in r¡ñich the substiürent lies perpendicular to the plane oJ the ring'

3) as the s - substiûrent becomes more electron withdrawing the metþIene

proton - para proton coupling decreases in magnÍtude whereas the methy-

lene proton - meta proton coupling remains approximately constant'

4)thecx-substihrentisresponsibleforothereffects:

a) with a.n cy - cN s,oup the benz¡rlic proton - para proton coupling is

larger than expected on the basis of electronegativity.

b) a small group, zuch as F, allows the methylene rotor a larger ampli-

tude of oscillation
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Sueaestions For Further Research
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The problem of the effects of the cv - substituents in benzylic systems

could be investigated further bY:

1e
1) measuring the benzylÍc Cró - hydrogen coupling constant in c¿ - suSstituted

: :,:.' : -:,: .i : ,

toluenes. ::::.::';:.-

2, mea$¡ring the benzylic proton - ring proton coupling constants in c¿ - x -

216 -dibromotoluene. Ring bromine substituents have litile or no effect 
, ,.;.,,..,

on the long - range coupling constants but bromine being larger than

ehlorine would callse a larger barrier to the rotation of the methylene ',', , l

group and the amplitude of the motion of the methylene group would be

smaller.

3) mea.suring the benzylic proton -panù proton couptring in o - x - 3,5 -

dichlorotoluene. Since these compounds have two ortho hydrogen sub-

stituents the methylene rotcr would have a larger amplitude of motion as

compared to cú - x '216 - dichlorotoluene'

4l Taking the ultraviolet spectra of the cy - substituted toluene compounds. 
r,:,,.:.r,r,,,

These spectra should showhowthe cv - substituent influences the overlap ""'t,'
.:lr.::tr.:.:a:

between the methylene group and the aromatic rtng (42'.¡. : 
::':rr: 

:

::.. r:::. :-..

59
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. 
Analysis of ABZXz Spectra

A normal Ar,z spectnrm consists of 8 peaks. In an Æzxz system

the X2 protons split each of the AB2 lines into a triplet so that the spectrum

is composed of I sets of triplets. An example of an ÆZXZ system is

l_1"
É\

The AB2 portion of such a spectrum can be treated as 3 subspecfta (27\

vrhere the shift in each subspectrum is given by

vo(x)

5(x)

xJ 
^-'¿r^

* JBX

v^ +
fI

VT
B

r¡ñere x =L,0, -1. f(x) rlenotes the shift of proton A in subspectrum X,

J.-- and J_-- are the coupling constants. The line frequencies aÏe given-AX BX

by the following expressÍons.

C.

L:Lne 2a.

$ (vO+ v 

")
! 1v O+v u)

uB * JBX

tine 1,a. å( uA+u e) 
* å (J¡x* t"*) + 3/ JAB * çl

b.

b' uB

c' uB -JBx

l-1," ',,,,'
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lÍne 3 a. ,A * JAX

b' uA

c' uA - JAX

line 4a. å (u¿* uB) + å (J¿x*Jsx) -3/4Jes* Çr

b. å{uo*uB) '3 /4 JAg * Co

Iine5a. uB*rBX * çi - ç;

b,, 'B +ci-co

c. uB - JBX * a*, - c-,

IÍne 6a. å (uo* uB) + å (Jex* Jex) + s/+to, -*

+ z/ to, - 
"å

c. å (v¿* uB) -å (Jex* Jex) + s/ to, -c-]

line Ta. uB * JBX - çi . 9;

b. uB -.ä*co

c. uB-Jsx .i+L

line 8a. å ( un* uB) + å (Jex* Jsx) -3/4tou - Çi

b. à(ve*uB)

c. å- (u e+ vu) -å (Jex* Jsx) - s/+to"* a.]',

b. å(ue*uB)

- s/a Je" - co

c. å- ( ua+ vu) -å (Jex* Jnx) -s/qJA, -c_r
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T'iørrre 10.=-æ-.-).-

The AB2 portion of a typical AB2x2 spectrum. The triplets

are numbered 1 to 8 from right to left. The const¿nts Cl ,
U

n* - c* c- c-.. c-- take onthe values shown."-1' "+1t "o t "-1' +r
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"'l .n*
d L-¡

c6a,
cDa

65

I

c Þa. cba

32
cl,a

I
I

¡:'i
,t,)



The terms 
"1, "T, 

cl,, 
"i, "ã', "-,, 

are constants which tal<e on the

r¡alues shown in Figure 10.

ï"rom these expressions it is seen that:
i. :.. ::.' . - :.

v = 3b i'.,1.'i-''t"
A

v = l[sr+mlB ZL J

ï = Irg"-Bc) l'Ax z'
,t'

r :1[tt¡-6b)+(4b-1bil :: : 'UAB-ðLl::'.','

ï = *[tu"-5c)+ 1ta-7c]'BX- +[' 
-l

This means that J A* "* be obtained directly by a single measurement of the

splitting of triplet 3. In toluene Jg.x and J"" are negative and positive re-

spectively (16).

In this case the nucleus A resonates to high field of nucleus B. If the

order were reversed the observed spectrum would just be the mirror image 
;:.:.,,.:.

of the one shown in Figure 6. The triplets 5 and 6 are not completely resolved. t,¡;"'""t'

.. _,..,, .,,,.

Peaks 5a and 6c are seen as a single peak. | '"' .

64
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